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INT RODUCTION
As the traditional financial world becomes more digital, data collected over
the last 10 years shows that investors are looking for ways to supplement their
jobs with passive income while being able to manage their investments cost
effectively. This means less reliance on a financial advisor or firm and more
reliance on products and services that allow the customer to intelligently manage
their digital assets across multiple platforms, from the comfort of their own
home.
Currently, the market for launching financial products, and services like
these, are still incredibly young, and ripe with frequent liquidity hacks, scams, and
out-right lies. Due to the inherent nature of the ‘build fast and break things’
mentality (largely supported by Big Tech). The average investor may find this
industry difficult to navigate without taking on significant risk.

Regulatory changes will be needed before much of the public is able to
participate safely in these project launches and token sales. However, at the
rate the global markets are moving towards an entirely digital economy, this
financial trend is clearly gaining momentum, as firms leave the sidelines for
more risk-on assets, and higher allocation of self-funded private sales.

MISSION
STATEMENT
Enter Overpowered. The solution to self-custody, decentralized trading, and
passive income generation.

Through development of our decentralized application (DApp), smart contract
management tools, token swap platform, and launchpad ecosystem, our project
aims to provide value for new investors by providing services, yet to be offered in
house, by a single source.
By holding the Overpowered token ($OP) and using the DApp’s suite of
management tools, investors can participate in stealth token launches, and trade
(or swap) other digital assets all while strengthening and enriching the ecosystem
through deflationary token incentives, and “staking” at a staggering rate of
400,977% APY.
Overpowered has locked liquidity for 6 months, while incentivizing both investors,
and advertisers through a (DApp) portfolio management platform, advertisement
portal, and launchpad. Our mission is to drive momentum to these platforms,
while rewarding loyal $OP holders who plan to use our suite of tools.

The platform that we build will provide any user with advanced portfolio
management tools such as price analysis, risk assessment, customizable UI,
tracking of wallets, transaction history, and more.
In addition, "higher-tier" DApp features and indicators, will be accessible when
the connected wallet holds a minimum balance of the Overpowered token.

Permissionless and completely decentralized, it oversees the hard work of
managing funds across any platform, and gives the trader, investor, or
entrepreneur the peace of mind knowing they have all these tools and
more at their fingertips.

OVERPOWERED Products:
Launchpad and Suite of Tools
The Overpowered Launchpad (OPAD) will be the central hub of the overpowered
network.
Allowing projects to launch safely, the team will be able to connect with
investors, host pre-sales, and provide B2B opportunities that put ‘ease of use’,
and security at the forefront of all that we build.
OPAD will include several advanced functions to help onboard, market, and expand the reach of
any BSC project in the digital assets space. We will be building features allowing for locking
liqudity, auditing, and providing KYC to their presale investors.
As an additional marketing package, projects will have the ability to use targeted ad banners,
and trending spots on our decentralized OPSwap platform. Fees from these offered services, will
act as a consistent form of revenue for our future launches and development.
While increasing trust between business and consumer, our launchpad will drive organic
growth, and exposure to other realms of the digital asset market that takes years of network
building.

OPAD does all the heavy lifting in terms of launching, organically marketing,
and instilling investor trust in your project. It gives the trader, as well as
entrepreneur the peace of mind knowing they have all these tools and more
at their fingertips, as well as the back-end force to manage, and minimize the
inherent risk in presales.

OUR OVERPOWERED TEAM &
COMMUNITY
Overpowered is backed by a resolute team of professionals who have
20+ years of experience operating businesses, developing software, and
bringing products to market. The members of the team have specialized
in algorithmic trading tools, machine learning, SEO, financial products, &
DeFi ecosystems.
As Overpowered core members, we are exceptionally proud of the
community that surrounds our token. We work to provide engagement
through our social media pages, as well as timely announcements, Twitter
Spaces, AMA’s and community buy contests. The result of which, is an
honest and progress-driven token, backed by our biggest investors, as
well as the true supporters of the vision for self-custody, asset
management, and financial independence.

We encourage anyone who believes in our use case or
tokenomics, to please volunteer in getting the word out
about Overpowered and our incredible APY and autostaking feature.
In the future we hope to integrate the power of the
community in deciding if excess funds will be spent on
marketing budgets, for yield farming integration, random
NFT generation, token burns, lottery-driven incentives, and
much, much more!
http://t.me/OverpoweredPORTAL

OVERPOWERED
TOKENOMICS
The Overpowered Auto-Staking Protocol (OPAP) is an advanced feature,
rewarding Overpowered token holders with an APY of 400,977%.
Considerably one of the highest in the cryptocurrency space, this protocol
allows anyone (simply holding the token in their wallet), to compound their
yield at 2.35% a day.
OPAP protocol will grant the following benefits:
Overpowered Insurance Fund (OPIF) - 5% of all trading fees are stored in the
OPIF which helps sustain and back the staking rewards by maintaining price
stability, thus greatly reducing downside risk.

Staking Made Simple - The Overpowered token simply resides in your
wallet, without the need for a third party or centralized authority. You
will automatically receive rewards in your wallet.
Automatic Payment of Interest Yield – As a separate function, interest yield is paid
automatically and compounded in your wallet, guaranteeing you will never miss a
payment.
Highest Fixed APY - Overpowered pays out at 400,977% in the first twelve months, rivaling any
Titano, or SAFUU forks currently available in BSC. After the first 12 months, the interest drops
at a predefined long-term rate. The effects of this are mitigated by our strategic burn wallet,
treasury funding, and re-base function.

Lightening Interest Payments - The Overpowered Auto-staking Protocol (OPAP) pays
Overpowered token holders every 15 minutes (or 96 times a day), making it one of the
fastest auto-compounding protocols on BSC.
Thunderdome Development Wallet – This automated token removal system helps to
regulate the supply and to support the development of the Overpowered Ecosystem. It
systematically collects 2.5% of each transaction as it is realized in real time. It will also enable
future incentives for the community or facilitate revenue from our IP.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND
RELEV ANT LINKS:
Overpowered Contract Address:
0xd51CB10cc1607e86A5def54EE3bE806A7df8528b
Main website ( https://www.overpowered.finance )
Twitter ( https:// https://twitter.com/OverOverpowered )
Medium ( https://medium.com/@traderzrx666 )
Telegram Announcement ( t.me/overpoweredannouncements )
Telegram Chat ( t.me/overpoweredPortal )
Discord Chat ( https://discord.gg/Qsm4ypjt )
Poocoin
(https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xd51cb10cc1607e86a5def54ee3be806a7
df8528b )
Pancake Swap (https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?
inputCurrency=0xd51cb10cc1607e86a5def54ee3be806a7df8528b )

Risk Disclosure:
Please note that there are always risks associated with smart contracts. Please use them
at your own risk. Overpowered is not a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor.
Everything that is provided in this material is purely for guidance, informational and
educational purposes. All information contained herein should be independently verified
and confirmed. Overpowered does not accept any liability for any loss or damage
whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services.
Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Do not
trade with money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a
qualified financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

Legal Disclaimer:
The information provided in this material does not constitute investment advice,
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice. You should not treat any of
the material's content as such. This material is for informational purposes only and is
not (i) an offer, or solicitation of an offer, to invest in, or to buy or sell, any interests or
shares, or to participate in any investment or trading strategy, (ii) intended to provide
accounting, legal, or tax advice, or investment recommendations, or (iii) an official
statement of Overpowered token.
No representation, or warranty is made, expressed or implied, with respect to the
accuracy or completeness of the information or to the future performance of any
digital asset, financial instrument, or other market or economic measure.
Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any
investment decisions. By purchasing Overpowered token, you agree that you are not
purchasing a security or investment, and you agree to hold the team harmless and not
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
Although Overpowered is a decentralized finance (DeFi) token for social networking and
not a registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas
with government bans on cryptocurrencies do not purchase it because the team
cannot ensure compliance with established regulations within certain territories.
Always make sure that you comply with your local laws and regulations before you
make any purchase.

